Adventures of ideas by Wang, Alice
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九Nebulous shapes that resemble his eyes, nose, mouth and Adam’s apple are 
trapped inside dark clumps of gray. The contours of his hair, ears, neck and 
part of the shoulder form a black silhouette. Anchoring the faceless cutout 
is a light gray backdrop, which, if you look closely, is composed of tightly 
gridded black specks. Too many dots, too concentrated, teh ink from a 
halftone-offset printer obliterated his features. Failed to produce the illusion 
of smooth grays, a generic profile picture, the anonymous stand-in, is what 
remains of the portrait of the scientist.  
*
I found this image in a publication online from the archives of IEEE. It cost 
$30 for the PDF document.  The document itself is unreadable due to its 
highly scientific and technical language.  However, at the end of the PDF, 
on the last page, there are three short biographies of the writers of the text, 
each describing the background of the scientists who authored it. 
 
This image was particularly striking in that, unlike the other photos of Rich-
ard J. Temkin, Kenneth E. Kreischer, the scientist depicted in this portrait can-
not be seen.  The face disappeared leaving behind the trace of a silhouette.  
十Perhaps the image given to the printing house was already too dark, and 
the halftone screen could not register any contrast within the pictorial field. 
Given the compression rate of online PDFs, the rescanned image was again 
obliterated and the face became a haunting lacuna rendered unrecogniz-
able.
 
The original document from the paper publication of the article in IEEE is a 
bit better, albeit still unclear. The blackness is replaced by subtle changes 
in hues of grays. The ban day dots from the halftone printing process are 
made more obvious disrupting the illusion of the picture.  However, the eyes 
somehow appear to pierce through the shadows defying the obscurity of the 
image within which the oculars are trapped.
 
From the silhouette of the portrait, the person depicted in the image appears 
to be male. The short hair could also be a female chop but given the brief 
biography, the pronoun “he” gives the identity away.  It is indeed a man, 
a Chinese scientist who was born in Shanghai, came to the United States in 
the late 1980s, and was working at MIT during the time of this publication. 
 
What did the original photograph look like ? Why did his face not register 
in the print ?  How did he manage to leave China to work in the US during 
the Cold War ? 
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